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Our swimming-writing-thinking together emerged out of our engagements with re-conceptualising higher education 
in the context of South African post-apartheid challenges and within the larger project of justice and decolonial 
scholarship globally. Deeply aware of how normative practices in the neoliberal capitalist, masculinist academy 
repeat colonial, patriarchal and humanist logics, we have been working with imaginative, creative, embodied, 
processual, relational and affective practices to question and re-think conventional ways of doing academia. We 
seek to engage an alternative politico-ethico-onto-epistemological approach and in this case work with oceanic 
swimming. Our playful experimental Slow scholarly hydrofeminist praxis embodies post-qualitative methodology 
that includes swimming, reading, image-making and writing together while holding in mind the project of doing 
ethical scholarship for a justice-to-come. Through these becomings-together, new thinkings bubble up as we take 
our thoughts for a swim, their ripple effects, watery, fluid and flowing, opening up possibilities for different ways 
of making knowledge. Encrusted with ocean bacteria, shivering with cold, and awash with images of luminescent 
underwater spaces, our writings enact further swimmings together, moving us to engage with what matters. Our 
relational encounters with more-than-human species have sharpened our response-ability for the damages to the 
ocean and larger manthropocentric ecological violences. Our skin porous to fluid temporalities, we confront the 
hauntings of apartheid and colonial violences so saturated in the oceans. We swim with the precarities of COVID 
pandemic times, entangled with current ecological disasters, embedded in colonial and capitalist extractivism, 
while also taking some succour from our swimmings together in times of isolation. In this presentation, we share 
some examples of our experiments with becoming sea-swimming-writing-thinking.
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